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Abstract. We present a real-time method to measure the amplitude of thermal fluctuations in biological membranes by means of a new treatment of the defocusing microscopy (DM) optical technique. This approach was also applied to study the deformation of human erythrocytes to its echinocyte structure. This was carried out by making three-dimensional shape reconstructions of the cell and measuring the thermal fluctuations of its membrane, as the cell is exposed to the anti-inflammatory drug naproxen and as it recovers its original shape, when it is subsequently cleansed of the drug. The results showed biomechanical changes in the membrane even at low naproxen concentration (0.2 mM). Also, we found that when the cell recovered its original shape, the membrane properties were different compared to the nondrugged initial erythrocyte, indicating that the drug administration-recovery process is not completely reversible. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.10.106013]
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1 Introduction

Human erythrocytes red blood cells (RBCs) are cells with a flattened disc shape (discocytes) formed by a lipid bilayer attached to a two-dimensional cytoskeleton. The lipid bilayer is mainly composed of proteins and phospholipids, which are asymmetrically distributed. It is well known that various external agents, i.e., drugs, or changes to the pH of the medium and temperature, can alter the structure of erythrocytes, leading to a large number of anomalous forms. Among these, the best known are echinocytes, characterized by the presence of protuberances in the membrane, and stomatocytes, typified by a cup-like shape.

RBCs deformation induced by different drugs is particularly important in the study of several medical diseases. According to Sheetz and Singer’s bilayer-couple hypothesis, the asymmetric distribution of phospholipids allows the membrane to respond differently to different drugs. This is explained by the fact that phosphatidylserine, located in the inner leaflet of the bilayer, is negatively charged. Therefore, cationic drugs will be attracted and will bind primarily to this layer of the membrane, which will expand, generating a stomatocyte-type deformation. On the other hand, anionic drugs will be repelled by phosphatidylserine molecules and then interleave in the outer layer of the echinocyte transformation. These deformations are produced at a constant volume and the erythrocyte can recover its original form through the removal of the drug from the medium.

Drugs effects in RBCs have been studied principally through Electron Microscopy. These observations have led to a significant understanding of the morphologies with a very high concordance with theoretical models. However, these experiments have studied shape changes in fixed and static conditions only. In order to achieve a more thorough understanding of the action of an external agent on the erythrocyte membrane, it is important to know the alterations of membrane mechanical properties and their dynamics. Therefore, in vivo, noninvasive and dynamic RBC studies have been the subject of significant attention.

A well known method for performing these studies is based on the analysis of membrane thermal fluctuations (flickering) with optical techniques. According to theoretical models, thermal fluctuations depend on parameters of membrane mechanics, such as the elastic bending modulus and the shear modulus. Examples of techniques based on measuring thermal fluctuations are reflection laser probing, point dark-field microscopy, Hilbert phase microscopy, digital holographic microscopy, and defocusing microscopy (DM) (for a detailed description of these and other techniques see Ref. 22). In the case of discocytes, much of the research has been about the relationship between biomechanical properties and thermal fluctuations, but only recently have these been studied related to the anomalous forms caused by external agents.

In this work, we analyzed the amplitude of thermal fluctuations of erythrocyte membranes during the transformation from discocyte to echinocyte. In particular, we induced this process using the antiinflammatory drug naproxen. This drug has been widely investigated in terms of its pharmacological action, but less is known about its effects on cell membranes and particularly in human erythrocytes. These fluctuations are measured during the deformation process, as the drug concentration rises.
and during the recovery process, where the echinocyte is reverted to its original morphology due to a decrease in the concentration of the drug in the medium. The analysis of amplitude of fluctuations after RBCs recover their original shape provides new information about the reversibility of the process. For a complete description of the deformation-recovery cycle, we additionally analyze the erythrocyte shape and volume through three-dimensional reconstructions.

For this purpose, DM was used. DM is an optical technique based on the visualization and analysis of contrast images of transparent objects (e.g., biological organisms) seen out of focus, using a bright field microscope. This technique has proven to be very powerful with a large number of applications, such as the characterization of fluctuations in living cells, mainly macrophages, allowing to measure their optical and mechanical properties, as well as time periods involved with phagocytosis events. In the study of human erythrocytes, DM has also been used to make three-dimensional reconstructions, and to measure mechanical parameters of membranes, through image analysis in a wide range of focal positions.

We have improved the DM technique by means of a large defocus approximation on the theoretical model. This approach made it possible to obtain average values for the amplitude of thermal fluctuation by measuring contrast images fluctuations in a single defocus position. This leads us to obtain a simple, accurate and real-time method to detect alterations in a single human erythrocyte.

2 Method Description

2.1 Three-Dimensional Shape Reconstruction

DM is a technique based on the fact that transparent objects (phase object) become visible in a bright field microscope when defocused. The image contrast is defined as

\[ C(\tilde{\rho}) = \frac{\Delta n \Delta f}{n} V^2 h(\tilde{\rho}), \]

where \(\Delta n\) is the difference between the refractive index of the object \(n\) and that of the medium \(n_0\), \(h(\tilde{\rho})\) is the total thickness function of the object and \(V^2 h(\tilde{\rho})\) is its curvature.

This equation is valid only for small defocus and small wave vectors \(q\), more precisely for \(q^2 \Delta f / 2 k \ll 1\). If we consider the most curved part of a typical RBC, \(q \sim 2 \text{ rad}/\mu\text{m} / k \approx 12.9 \mu\text{m}^{-1}\) for red light (\(\lambda = 0.65 \mu\text{m}^{-1}\)), therefore \(\Delta f \ll 2k / q^2 \approx 6.5 \mu\text{m}\).

Solving Eq. (1) for \(h(\tilde{\rho})\) it is possible to obtain three-dimensional reconstructions from which its volume can be directly calculated.

\[ h(\tilde{\rho}) = \frac{n}{\Delta n \Delta f} \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left[ \frac{\mathcal{F}[C(\tilde{\rho})]}{q^2} \right]. \]

where \(\mathcal{F}\) is the transverse Fourier transform. As the nonuniformity of the background acquires importance when carrying out the Fourier transform, it is convenient to subtract two images in two different defocus positions. In this case Eq. (2) takes the form

\[ h(\tilde{\rho}) = \frac{n}{\Delta n \Delta f} \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left[ \frac{\mathcal{F}[C_1(\tilde{\rho})] - C_2(\tilde{\rho})}{q^2} \right]. \]

where \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) are the image contrast on the defocus \(\Delta f_1\) and \(\Delta f_2\), respectively.

2.2 Measurements of Amplitude of Thermal Fluctuations

In accordance with the mathematical model for the DM procedure a propagation of the angular spectrum is carried out in the paraxial approximation of the light that crosses a phase object and the optical system of a microscope. The phase object is represented as two flat interfaces, 1 and 2, situated in the positions \(P_1\) and \(P_2\) in relation to an arbitrary plane. The interfaces 1 and 2 are characterized by the thickness functions \(h_1(\tilde{\rho})\) and \(h_2(\tilde{\rho})\), respectively. If it is considered that the interfaces of the object fluctuate in time causing contrast fluctuations of the defocused image, i.e., the thickness function is time-dependent \(h_{1,2}(\tilde{\rho}) \rightarrow h_{1,2}(\tilde{\rho}, t)\), then an expression for the mean square fluctuation for any defocus position can be obtained.

\[ \langle \Delta C^2(z_f) \rangle = \frac{(\Delta nk_0)^2}{\pi} \int_0^{q_m} dq \left[ |u_1(q)|^2 \sin^2 \left( \frac{z_f - p_1}{2k} q^2 \right) + |u_2(q)|^2 \sin^2 \left( \frac{z_f - p_2}{2k} q^2 \right) \right]. \]

(4)

where \(z_f\) is the focus position relative to an arbitrary plane and \(k_0\) and \(k\) are the wave numbers in a vacuum and in the medium, respectively. \(u_1(q)\) and \(u_2(q)\) are the fluctuation spectrums of each interface, with regard to its equilibrium state as \(u_{1,2}(q, t) \rightarrow u_{1,2}(q)\), then an expression for the mean square fluctuation for any defocus position can be obtained.

\[ \langle \Delta C^2(z_f) \rangle = \frac{(\Delta nk_0)^2}{2\pi} \int_0^{q_m} dq |u_1(q)|^2 + |u_2(q)|^2 \]

(5)

where it was assumed that the average amplitude of fluctuations is equal in both interfaces \(\langle u_i^2 \rangle = \langle u_1^2 \rangle \approx \langle u_2^2 \rangle\). Equation (5) enables us to obtain average values for amplitude of thermal fluctuations of biological membranes, measuring the mean square fluctuation of contrast. This can be carried out quickly, through measurements from only one highly defocused position. In general, for the RBC membrane, the asymptotic
condition of Eq. (5) is completely satisfied for $z_f - (p_1 + p_2)/2 > 3 \mu m$, as shown in Fig. 1. In the asymptotic limit the measurements are independent of the defocus positions. This is an advantage of this method, because small focus drifts, due to thermal or mechanical factors, do not affect the result of the measured fluctuation. Additionally, it does not require high accuracy in the setting of the defocused position, in contrast with the method presented in Ref. 30.

3 Experimental Details

3.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consists of a Nikon inverted optical microscope, Eclipse Ti-U. The light source is a halogen lamp with a transmission filter centered on 650 ± 5 nm (Andover Corporation) to avoid damaging the erythrocytes. The microscope uses the Köhler illumination system and a Nikon Plan Apochromatic oil immersion objective (100X) with numerical aperture NA = 1.4, which is mounted on a Mad City Labs C-focus system for automatic focus drift correction and nanometric focusing with the Nano-F100 lens nanopositioner (precision of 5 nm), see Fig. 2(a). Visualization is carried out by means of a Retiga EXI Fast 12-Bit CCD camera.

Computer software was developed to integrate the nanopositioner control and the CCD camera. This software enables data acquisition and processing to make three-dimensional reconstructions and measurements of amplitude of fluctuations in real time.

3.2 Sample Preparation

RBCs were obtained from a healthy donor under no pharmacological treatment. The cells were centrifuged (1000 rpm for 10 m) and the supernatant was discarded and replaced by the same volume of a solution of Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) 1X pH 7.4 with 1 mg/mL of Bovine Serum Albumine (BSA). The whole process was repeated three times. RBC solution was prepared diluting the washed blood 20 times in a solution of PBS and BSA. Sodium naproxen solution was prepared in the same preparation of PBS and BSA, at different concentrations.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

In order to carry out the analysis, 1.7 mL of the RBCs solution was placed in an acrylic cuvette, and visualized at the microscope. After that, a morphologically normal erythrocyte was selected with the developed software. The concentration of naproxen in the solution was gradually varied between 0 to 1.4 mM in the reconstruction experiments and between 0 – 1 mM for the fluctuation experiments, in steps of 0.2 mM. Each incremental step of the drug was done by extracting 200 μL of the RBCs solution and adding 200 μL of naproxen solution, taking care to not disturb the selected RBC. Once the erythrocyte reached a maximum drugged stage, the concentration of naproxen of the sample was diluted. This was done by removing 200 μL of the RBC-naproxen solution and adding 200 μL of PBS plus BSA repetitively until a drug concentration of approximately zero mM was reached. We performed fluctuation measurement and three-dimensional reconstructions after each drug concentration change. Before we performed these measurements, we waited 1 min in order to stabilize the RBC shape.

3.4 Data Acquisition and Analysis

The image contrast in Eqs. (1) and (4) is defined with regard to intensity. Therefore the CCD camera must be calibrated to recognize the equivalence between the level of gray in the image observed and the intensity on the image plane (for further details see Ref. 21). Considering this correction, the contrast of an image can be defined as

$$C = \frac{N - N_0}{N_0},$$

where $N$ and $N_0$ are the gray levels of the image and the background, respectively. The contrast fluctuation is given for

$$\Delta C_2 (x, y) = \frac{1}{1 + (x_0^2 + c)} \left\{ 1 - \frac{N - N_0}{N_0} \right\},$$

where $x_0$ is the intercept of the image plane and $c$ is a constant. The contrast fluctuation is given for

$$\Delta C_2 (x, y) = \frac{1}{1 + (x_0^2 + c)} \left\{ 1 - \frac{N - N_0}{N_0} \right\},$$

where $x_0$ is the intercept of the image plane and $c$ is a constant.
\[ \Delta C = C - \langle C \rangle. \] Then, the mean square contrast fluctuation is \( \langle \Delta C^2 \rangle = \langle (N^2) - \langle N \rangle^2 \rangle / \langle N \rangle^2. \)

To make three-dimensional reconstructions two images were captured in the defocus positions 1 and \(-1 \mu m\), for each drug concentration. These focus values fulfill the small defocusing approximation of Eq. (1). Using Eq. (6) the contrast of the images was obtained and three-dimensional shape reconstruction was directly calculated from Eq. (3).

To obtain the square amplitude of fluctuations \( u_{rms}^2 \), we placed the RBC at \( \Delta f = 4 \mu m \), value that fulfills the approximation of \( z_f \rightarrow \infty \) of Eq. (5) and does not generate diffraction rings in the central zone of the erythrocyte. By measuring \( \langle \Delta C^2 \rangle \), the square amplitude of fluctuations were directly obtained from Eq. (5). The measurements are averaged temporally and spatially by taking 10-second videos, recorded at 55 fps, in a central area of the selected erythrocyte of: \( 1.2 \times 1.2 \mu m \) (approximately flat membrane), see Fig. 2(b).

### 4 Results and Discussion

Gradual deformations of the erythrocytes were observed in relation to the naproxen concentration in the solution. The stage in which the drug enters the membrane is shown in Fig. 3(a) to 3(e), and the recovery stage, where the drug leaves the membrane, is shown in Fig. 3(f) to 3(g). Although shape deformation seems to be instantaneously, we waited 1 min after measurement in order to be sure of the stability of the shape. Three-dimensional reconstructions made it possible to clearly observe the changes in shape and estimate the volume in each stage, showing that the latter remains approximately constant at \( 105 \pm 5 \mu m^3 \), in accordance with the hypothesis of Singer and Shetlz.6

In addition, we have determined the average amplitude of fluctuations \( u_{rms} = \sqrt{\langle u^2 \rangle} \) of the erythrocyte membrane as a function of drug concentration (see Fig. 4). Specifically, Fig. 4(a) shows the drug administration process and Fig. 4(b) shows the recovery process; both are for the same single RBC, although this behavior was observed in every analyzed cell. The value of \( u_{rms} \) obtained for initially nondrugged erythrocytes was consistent with those measured by other techniques, in the range between 10 to 30 nm.13,20,30 The errors bar of the plotted data is an estimation of the method precision and represent statistical errors due to the fact of working with 10-second videos. If we take longer videos, the errors bars will decrease but the technique will be slower. These errors were calculated by the \( u_{rms} \) standard deviation obtained from 10 consecutively recorded videos for each drug concentrations.

### Fig. 3
Defocused images \( \Delta f = 1 \mu m \) and its three dimensional reconstruction. (a) RBC under normal conditions. (b)–(e) Administration of naproxen. (f)–(g) Recovery process. Naproxen concentrations (a) 0 mM, (b) 0.4 mM, (c) 0.8 mM, (d) 1.0 mM, (e) 1.4 mM, (f) 0.7 mM, (g) 0.1 mM. The RBC mean volume considering the reconstruction from a) to g) was \( 105 \pm 5 \mu m^3 \).

### Fig. 4
Average amplitude of thermal fluctuations \( u_{rms} \) for the processes of drug administration, (a), and recovery (b). The points correspond to the fluctuations obtained using Eq. (5). The error bars correspond to the standard deviation of 10 measurements carried out consecutively for each concentration.
The relaxation time of thermal fluctuations, for purely bending modes, varies\textsuperscript{12} with the inverse of the cube of the wave number $q^3$, while ($u^p$) varies with $q^2$. Therefore, the fastest modes have the smallest amplitudes. Consequently, the measured amplitude of thermal fluctuations depends on the camera frame rate. For typical RBCs and camera frame rates above 300 fps, the amplitude of fluctuations remain constant. For a camera frame rate of 55 fps, the $u_{\text{max}}$ values of Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), are underestimated\textsuperscript{11} by about 12%.

The process in which the drug enters the membrane produces a decrease in the amplitude of thermal fluctuations, Fig. 4(a). In the recovery process, when the drug leaves the membrane, the amplitude of fluctuations unexpectedly increases to a value higher than the initial value, Fig. 4(b). Amplitude of thermal fluctuations decreases in the echinocyte state is a result observed in Ref. 24. However, we observed this decrease even for low concentrations of the drug: 0.2 mM [lower concentration than showed in Fig. 3(b)], when changes in morphology are barely visible. As the amplitude of thermal fluctuations of RBC membrane are inversely proportional to the bending elastic modulus of the membrane,\textsuperscript{3,12} the behavior observed Fig. 4 can be explained by the fact that the naproxen molecules increase the rigidity of the membrane as they intercalate between the phospholipids. For the reverse process, the rigidity decreases until it reaches a value lower than the initial value. This can be due to the outgoing drug producing a higher degree of disorder in the distribution of the phospholipids on the membrane.

5 Conclusions
This study presents a new approach for the DM technique that enables real time measurements for amplitude of thermal fluctuations of erythrocyte membranes by image contrast analysis in a highly defocused position. The technique was applied to study the RBCs morphological changes, specifically from discocyte to echinocyte condition. During this process we observed changes in the morphology but not in the volume of the cell. These results are consistent with those observed in Ref. 25 when the concentration of drug increases the RBCs change their shape and the echinocytes transformation was observed.

The negative naproxen charge allows it to intercalate in the outer layer of the RBC membrane, modifying its organization and therefore its mechanical properties. For this reason, when the erythrocyte acquires an echinocyte shape, it was possible to observe a decrease in amplitude of thermal fluctuations starting at low concentrations of naproxen (0.2 mM).

The interesting thing about these results is that in the recovery stage, even when the original morphology was ostensibly recovered, the biomechanical parameters, characterized by the thermal fluctuations, did not return to their original state. This leads us to conclude that the membrane does not recover its original properties, presumably because the phospholipids organization becomes more disrupted. This last conclusion corroborates the work done in Ref. 9, where an increase of choline-containing phospholipid concentration of a shape-recovered RBC after a Mg\textsuperscript{2+} depletion was observed, compared with the control, suggesting a change in the membrane lipidic distribution.

DM, as it was applied, provides a high degree of utility in the study of the action of drugs and changes in external factors on cells, in addition to being a useful tool for identifying pathologies that affect biological membranes. This technique has the following advantages: it is easy to apply in the context of an experiment; it allows results to be obtained rapidly; and, finally, it is a noninvasive technique for a single cell study. As a continuation of this work, we will investigate the modifications in the biomechanics of erythrocytes caused by various drugs, applied in low concentrations of $<0.1$ mM so as to be within therapeutic limits, as well as the effects due to the temperature control at which these processes occur.\textsuperscript{12}
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